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Quality Assurance

TarteeleQuran is more concerned
for quality education than anything
else. We try our best to deliver
quality classes by educated,
trained and expert teachers.
However we do have the following
ways to ensure the best learning

platform for you and your kids. This is because most of the parents have
no idea of a Good Quran Teacher and process of Quran teaching online.

So, to ensure the utmost level of Online Quran Classes we have the
following procedure for Quality assurance:

 We hire Online Quran educated teacher:
Our Online Quran teachers are graduates form recognized institutes/universities
with complete knowledge of Tajweed and best recitation.
 Our Online Quran teachers are well trained:
Our teachers have full command over the subjects they teach. As TarteeleQuran
hires experts to train our teachers so that they can give you best quality classes ever.
 Wemonitor the Teaching Process:
All of the classes are recorded for the purpose of quality assurance and for the
purpose to be listened by the expert to make sure that every class was delivered
with maximum efforts.
 Wemake evaluation of students:
Our Tajweed experts and quality assurance staff run test of every student every
month to evaluate the status of recitation and the shortcomings if any. The report
generated on such test is then worked on by the teachers and improvement is
monitor through this process.
 Comparison of old reports:
We compare every months report with old one and measure the level of improvement in
learning.

TarteeleQuran and its team strive to deliver the maximum quality classes

with our quality assurance methods. Call them today (02) 8011 4377!
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